An Oxford Tragedy

Francis Wheatley Winn, Senior Tutor at St Thomas s College, is ready for a cosy night of
dining, port, and pleasant company. Ernst Brendel , Viennese lawyer and crime specialist, has
come to Oxford to lecture in Law, and the regular residents of St Thomass are pleased to have
such an interesting guest to liven up their after dinner chat. Talk soon turns to murder, and
Winn finds the subject altogether unpalatable, even if his colleagues seem to relish the details
of past cases Brendel has worked on. But then real Murder breaks the cosy calm of the
evening, shocking the inhabitants out of their frivolous talk. Now Winn must overcome his
distaste to work with Brendel in uncovering the perpetrator of this terrible crime. First
published in 1933, An Oxford Tragedy is a classic murder mystery, with Brendel at its centre
as a master of hypothesis and deduction.
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J C Masterman's mystery, An Oxford Tragedy, is a remarkably satisfying mystery. Wholly in
the tradition of the Golden Age of English.
An Oxford Tragedy was published in , and it is credited as being the book which initiated the
tradition of the murder mystery with an Oxford. sfaranda.com: An Oxford Tragedy () by J. C.
Masterman and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books available now at.
Sir John Cecil Masterman OBE (12 January â€“ 6 June ) was a noted academic, sportsman and
author. His highest-profile role was as Vice-Chancellor of the University of Oxford, In , he
wrote a murder mystery novel entitled An Oxford Tragedy, set in the fictional Oxford college
of St. Thomas's. It was written in.
An Oxford Tragedy It is true that it turns on a murder ; but one could conceive nothing less
like the ordinary murder-story. There is detection, too ; but I cannot call. â€œAn Oxford
Tragedyâ€• was published in and is one of only two crime books by J.C. Masterman. Our
narrator is an ageing don, Francis. J. C. MASTERMAN â€“ An Oxford Tragedy. Victor
Gollancz, UK, hardcover, ; Penguin, UK, paperback, Dover Press, US, softcover. Trove: Find
and get Australian resources. Books, images, historic newspapers, maps, archives and more.
A.L. Lloyd sang this ballad as The Oxford Tragedy in on his Riverside LP English Street
Songs. He was accompanied by Alf Edwards on concertina. , Sir Montague Fowler, warden of
St Michael's College, Oxford, dies from apparent natural causes. Before long vicious rumours
begin to circulate about the .
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